
02

Power Generation
Energy Transmission and Distribution
Renewable Energy Sources
Energy Storage Solutions
Energy Retail and Trading

INDUSTRY

03

AI in smart grid technology
Renewable energy forecasting
Energy storage optimization
AI for energy efficiency in buildings
Predictive analytics in oil and gas
Electric vehicle charging networks
AI-driven energy trading
IoT for energy management
AI in nuclear energy safety
Blockchain for energy transactions

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Energy sustainability
Operational efficiency
Renewable energy integration
Demand response management
Technological innovation

WHY CHANGE?

01

Optimizing energy grid management
Predictive maintenance in energy systems
Enhancing renewable energy integration
Improving energy efficiency
Data-driven decision making in energy projects

WHY AI?

07

AI in real-time grid balancing
Predictive maintenance for reduced downtime
AI in optimizing renewable energy output
Enhanced energy efficiency with AI analytics
AI-driven energy trading and pricing
AI for demand-side management
Machine learning in oil exploration
AI in battery storage management
Virtual power plants management
AI in reducing carbon emissions

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced data analytics capabilities
Collaboration between energy companies and AI tech firms
Skilled workforce in AI and energy technology
Supportive regulatory frameworks for AI in energy
Investment in AI and digital infrastructure

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for grid demand forecasting
Machine learning in energy production optimization
IoT sensors for energy management
AI in predictive maintenance of energy assets
Data analytics for energy consumption insights
Blockchain for secure energy transactions
AI in renewable energy integration
Smart meters and energy usage tracking
AI for energy market analysis
Robotics in energy facility maintenance

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

Siemens (Energy management solutions)
GE Power (Digital energy solutions)
Tesla (Renewable energy and storage)
Enel (Smart grid technology)
Shell (AI in oil and gas)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

AI in Siemens’ smart grid solutions
DeepMind’s AI for energy demand prediction
Tesla’s AI in battery storage systems
GE’s Predix platform for industrial IoT
AI in NextEra Energy’s renewable projects
IBM Watson in energy sector analytics
AI-driven energy management by Schneider Electric
AI in BP’s oil exploration
Enel’s AI for grid management
Google’s AI in data center energy efficiency

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI system reliability in critical energy operations
Cybersecurity threats in AI-based systems
Data privacy concerns in energy monitoring
AI biases affecting energy distribution
Ethical considerations in AI energy projects

NEW RISKS
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12

Balancing AI automation with workforce impacts in energy?
Ensuring equitable AI use in energy distribution?
AI's role in prioritizing renewable over traditional energy?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic vision for AI integration in energy
Continuous AI tech and infrastructure investment
Training and development for staff in AI applications
Strong focus on cybersecurity and data privacy
Ethical framework for AI use in energy

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in energy sector
Develop or acquire suitable AI technologies
Train energy sector professionals in AI
Implement AI in energy operations and management
Monitor, evaluate, and adapt AI solutions

STEP BY STEP AI

11

AI in manipulating energy markets
Unauthorized access to AI-managed energy data
Misaligned AI objectives leading to inefficiencies
AI biases in renewable energy allocation
Over-reliance on AI predictions for energy planning

MISUSE

15

Prioritize AI solutions that enhance sustainability
Maintain data security and privacy standards
Engage in continuous AI system monitoring
Encourage innovation and AI-driven R&D
Foster transparent communication about AI use

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of power generation facilities
Virtual models of energy grids
AI simulations for renewable energy systems
Digital replicas of energy storage solutions
Virtual environments for energy market analysis

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI energy system analysts
Renewable energy AI engineers
Energy data scientists
AI-driven energy efficiency consultants
Sustainability and AI integration specialists

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics models for energy demand
Machine learning in energy grid optimization
AI algorithms for renewable energy forecasting
Data analytics for energy consumption patterns
Neural networks in energy system diagnostics

AI MODELS

18

United States (Innovative energy technologies)
China (Massive renewable energy projects)
Germany (Leader in sustainable energy practices)
Norway (Advancements in renewable energy)
Denmark (Pioneer in wind energy)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

AI in advanced renewable energy systems
Smart grid technology evolution with AI
AI-driven energy independence solutions
AI for energy-positive buildings
Integration of AI in global energy policies

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"Sustainable Energy" - David J.C. MacKay
"Energy and Civilization" - Vaclav Smil
"The Grid" - Gretchen Bakke
"AI for Energy Systems" - Khaitan & McCalley
"Clean Disruption" - Tony Seba

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Energy.gov: DOE Resources
Bloomberg NEF: Energy Market Research
Renewable Energy World: Renewable News
World Energy Council: Energy Network
IEA: Global Energy Analysis

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

"The thrilling potential for off-grid solar energy" (Inamdar)
"A printable, flexible, organic solar cell" (Bürckstümmer)
"How AI can save our humanity" (Lee)
"The beautiful future of solar power" (Aubel)
"Transition to a world without oil" (Hopkins)

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a talk, workshop or
case study. We'd love to help!

NEXT STEPS
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